
JOSEPH AND
MARRIAGE
Richard Van Wagoner

QUESTION: In his practice of plural
marriage, why was Joseph Smith sealed to
women who had a living husband?

COMMENT: In a Utah sermon deli-
vered on February 19, 1854,
Jedediah Grant, second counselor
to Brigham Young and father of
Church President Heber J. Grant,
said:

When the family organization was
revealed from heaven--the patriarchal
order of God, and Joseph began, on the
right and on the left, to add to his family,
what a quaking there was in Israel. Says
one brother to another, "Joseph says all
covenants are done away, and none are
binding but the new covenants; now sup-
pose Joseph should come and say he
wanted your wife, what would you say to
that? .... I would tell him to go to hell."
This was the spirit of many in the early
days of this church. Did the Prophet
Joseph want every man’s wife he asked
for? He did not but in that thing was the
grand thread of the Priesthood developed.
The grand object in view was to try the
people of God, to see what was in them.
(Journal of Discourses, 2:13-14.)

In some instances, however, the
Prophet’s intent went beyond "try-
ing the people," for he apparently
did want the wives of some men.
Despite a canonized statement in
the 1835 edition of the Doctrine
and Covenants which recognized
that "all legal contracts of mar-
riage made before a person is bap-
tized into this church, should be
held sacred and fulfilled," the
Prophet in the 1840s viewed as
invalid those marriages not sealed
by his blessing. As God’s earthly
agent, he believed he had been
given powers that transcended
civil law. Claiming sole responsibil-
ity for binding and unbinding
marriages on earth and in heaven,
he did not view it necessary to
obtain civil marriage licenses or
divorce decrees. Whenever he
deemed it appropriate he could
release a woman from her earthly
marriage and seal her to himself
or another, thus eliminating in his

mind any stigma of adultery. In an
unusual polyandrous twist to such
relationships, the Prophet advised
each of these married women to
continue living with her husban.d.

Mary Elizabeth Rollins, married
to non-Mormon Adam Lightner
since August 11, 1835, was one of
the first women to accept such
teachings of the Prophet. Brigham
Young secretly sealed the two in
February 1842 when Mary was
eight.-months pregnant with her
son, George Algernon Lightner.
She continued to live with Adam
until his death in Utah many years
later. In an 1880 letter to
Emmeline B. Wells, Mary
explained: "I could tell you why I
stayed with Mr. Lightner. Things
the leaders of the church does not
know anything about. I did just as
Joseph told me to do, as he knew
"what troubles I would have to
contend with." She added in an
1892 letter to Brigham Young’s
son John A. Young: "I could
explain some things in regard to
my living with Mr. L. after becom-
ing the Wife of Anotiher, which
would throw light, on what now
seems mysterious--and you would
be perfectly satisfied with me. I
write, this; because I have heard
that it had been commented on to
my injury."

Sarah M. Kimball, married to
non-Mormon Hiram Kimball in
1840, later recalled, that she was
secretly approached by Joseph
Smith with a polygamous proposal
in early 1842. She asked him to
"teach it to someone else." He evi-
dently did. Marinda Nancy
Johnson, sister of Apostles Luke
and Lyman Johnson, married
Orson Hyde in 1834. Before Hyde
returned from Jerusalem in May
1843, she was sealed to Joseph in
February 1842 though she lived
with Orson until their divorce in
1870.

Another such relationship was
related by Josephine Lyon Fisher.

She was born to Windsor P. Lyon
and Sylvia P. Sessions on February
8, 1844. In a 1915 staternent
Josephine related:

Just prior to my mothers deat}~ in 1882
she called me to her bedside and told me
that her days on earth were about num-
bered and before she passed away from
mortality she desired to tell me something
which she had kept as an entire secret
from me and all others but w}iicl~ she now
desired to communicate to me. She then
told me that I was the daughter O[ the
Prophet Joseph Smith, she having been
sealed to the Prophet at the time that her
husband Mr. Lyon was out of fellowship
with the Church.

Two sisters, Zina D. and
Prescindia Huntington, were
respected Nauvoo women.
Prescindia had married Norman
Buell in 1827 and had two sons by
him before joining Mormonism in
1836. She was sealed to Joseph
Smith by her brother Dimick on
December 11, 1841, though she
continued to live with Buell until
1846, when she left him to marry
Heber C. Kimball. In a April 1,
1881, letter to her "eldest grand-
daughter living,." she explained
that Norman Buell had left the
Church in 1839, but that "the
Lord gave me strength to Stand
alone & keep the faith amid heavy
persecution."

Beautiful Zina D. Huntington
lived in the Joseph Smith home.
Henry B. Jacobs married twenty-
year-old Zina in March 1841.
According to family records, when
the Jacobs asked the Prophet why
he had not honored them by per-
forming their marriage, sending
John C. Bennett instead, he replied
that "the Lord had made it known
to him that she [Zina] was to be
his Celestial wife." Believing that
"whatever the Prophet did was
right, without making the ’wisdom
of God’s authorities bend to the
reasoning of any man," the devout
Henry Jacobs c.onsented for six-
months-pregnant Zina to be
sealed to Joseph Smith on October
27, 1841. Though sealed to Joseph
for eternity, she continued her
connubial relationship with
Henry. On February 2, 1846,
pregnant with Henry’s second son,
Zina was resealed by proxy to the
murdered Joseph Smith and in
that same session was "sealed for
time" to Brigham Young. Faithful
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Henry B. Jaco.bs stood by as an
official witness to both
ceremonies.

"Gentile Law," with its civil
marriage, was publicly denounced
as early as 1847 by Orson Pratt in
a sermon recor3ed by Wilford
Woodruff:

As all the ordinances of the gospel
Administered by the world since the
Aposticy of the Church was illegal, in
like manner was the marriage Cerimony
illegal and all the world who had been
begotton through tihe illegal marriage
were bastards not Sons & hence they had
to enter into the law of adoption & be
adopted into the Priesthood in order to
become sons & legal heirs to salvation.

Pratt further explained in his 1852
Church-sponsored periodical, The
Se~’r:

Marriages, then among all nations,
though legal according to the laws of men,

have been illegal according to the laws,
authority, and institutions of Heaven. All
the children born during that long period,
though legitimate according to the customs
and laws of nations, are illegitimate
according to the order and authority of
Heaven.

Even Mormon marriages prior
to the fall of 1835, when priest-
hood authority began to be evoked
in marriage ceremonies, were pro-
nounced invalid. John D. Lee,
member of the secret Council of
Fifty and an adopted son of
Brigham Young, remembered:

About the same time the doctrine of "seal-
ing" was introduced .... the Saints were
given to understand that their marriage
relations with each other were not valid.
That those who had solemnized the rites of
matrimony had no authority of God to do
so. That the true priesthood was taken
from the earth with the death of the Apos-
tles and inspired men of God. That they

were married to each other only by their
own covenants, and that if their marriage
relations had not been productive of bless-
ing and peace, and they felt it oppressive
to remain together, they were at liberty to
make their own choice, as much as if they
had not been married.

Married women such as Mary
Elizabeth Lightner, Marinda Hyde,
Sylvia Sessions, Prescendia Buell,
Zina D. H. Jacobs, and others were
likely persuaded by Joseph Smith
himself that even though their
marriages may have been "produc-
tive of blessing and peace," he, a
prophet of God, could take them
to the highest degree of the
coveted celestial kingdom whereas
their legal husband might not.

RICHARD VAN WAGONER, an
audiologist practicing in Salt Lake City, is
the author of the book, Mormon
Polygamy: A History

A SMALL BUT
STANDARD DEVIATION
Marvin Rytfing

w
hen I ’was at Brigham
Young; University
during; the height of the
spy ring operation, one
of my favorite rumors

~ was that Ernest
Wilkinson had written two books:
I, the People and Free Agency and How
to Enforce It. Although BYU’s style
of conformity was annoying at the
time, I did not imagine that from a
distance of 1800 miles and 10
years, it would continue to haunt
me in a strange way.

During my graduate work, I had
acquired a modicum of skill with
sophisticated statistical tech-
niques, and I loved the ease with
which I could apply them with the
help of my friendly neighborhood
computer. I had also become a lit-
tle proud of my .ability to manipu-
late data in various ways to tease
out every possible interpretation

("milking the data" is what we call
it in the farm belt). So I persuaded
Harold T. Christensen to let me
analyze some data on religious
attitudes that he and Ken Cannon
had collected at BYU in 1973. I
expected to distill them and dis-
cover great truths therein.

I was frustrated beyond belief.
My attempts to find a reliable
scale for measuring orthodoxy
were totally unsucessful. The scal-
ing procedure is designed to dis-
cover within the data a few mean-
ingful patterns which can be
interpreted more clearly and with
more confidence than is possible
with a mass of individual
responses. Within the BYU data,
however, there were no meaning-
ful patterns. I had bumped up
against the limitations of both the
techniques and the data.

The reliability of our imprecise

measurement tools in the social
sciences is dependent upon both
consistency and variability. It is
easier to make a consistent judg-
ments when we have some differ-
ences to work with. The technical
reasons for this counterintuitive
principle are not obvious (most of
my students miss this question on
exams), but one example of its
operation is that it is more diffi-
cult to divide a group of people
into the categories of short and
tall if they are all between 5"6" and
5’7" than it would be if they
ranged from 4"6" to 6’6". If every-
one agrees about everything, it is
impossible to find patterns in the
ways in which they differ. This
leaves the researcher with very lit-
tle to write about without a great
deal of ingenuity.

The most disturbing thing about
this 1973 BYU data was the lack of
variability. More than 90% of the
students agreed with the orthodox
opinion on two-thirds of the ques-
tions asked, and 95% agreed on
half of them. There was an incred-
ible 98% agreement on more than
one-third of the items, including
the immorality of intoxication.
This overwhelming conformity to
orthodox beliefs and practices
(both were included) was even
more striking when compared to
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data which Professor Christensen
had collected at BYU in 1935, using
the same questions. At that time
there was only one item that more
than 90% of the students agreed
upon--92% accepted the divinity
of Christ.

To one who experienced the
campus that was our world in the
early seventies (the place where
we entered to serve and went
forth to learn), it was surprising to
find that BYU was such a hotbed
of liberalism in the thirties.
Almost 90% of the students
believed in the concept of birth
control and 64% accepted the idea
of biological evolution (less than
20% found evolution acceptable in
1973.) In 1935, the patterns of
belief also made sense. Returned
missionaries, for example, were
more conservative than those who
had not been on missions, and the
university experience appeared to
increase liberal attitudes as it does
in almost every other study of
student opinion.

In 1973, on the other hand, the
only demographic variable that
had a strong influence was mem-
bership in the Church, with the
Mormons being much more ortho-
dox than the non-Mormons.
There was a moderate tendency
for women to be more conserva-
tive than men, but the mission
experience did not seem to make
the students more orthodox nor
did the education experience make
them more liberal. There was no
evidence of the questioning which
is usually associated with an aca-
demic environment. When Rollo
May visited BYU in the mid-
seventies, he noted the same lack
of questioning and was dis-
appointed to find such an obedient
audience.

One of the consequences of
overwhelming conformity is that
it eliminates differences within the
group and accentuates the degree
to which it varies from other
groups. As a researcher, this is
what I want when I am looking for
differences between groups. Like-
wise, a church hierarchy which
uses a correlation committee to
certify conformity will be pleased
with these results because they
present a picture of a peculiar
people set apart from the world,

but with a strong unity within the
faith.

Statistical correlation, however,
measures relationship rather than
conformity, and a high level of
homogeneity eliminates the pat-
terns that are needed to under-
stand relations within the group.
When I am studying the dynamics
of the group itself, I need a reason-
able amount of variance, and I
suspect that individuals within the
group do too. It is easier to find a
comfortable place to be if there is
some variance because this pro-
vides more ways to be and still be
part of the group. Most people
need a certain amount of unique-
ness, but this competes with a
need for belonging. If a group
cannot provide for both, individu-
als will suffer.

In a homogeneous group the
moral perspective becomes dis-
torted because minor violations of
group norms and major breaches
of ethical conduct are given equal
weight. There is a :moral myopia in
not recognizing the gradations of
appropriate behavior. Groups that
are overly restrictive in regulating
small deviations are ironically
more vulnerable to serious trans-
gressions because the ethical prin-
ciples upon which such distinc-
tions can be determined have not
been examined sufficiently.

A related paradox is that group
pressure in a closed society makes
it more difficult to deviate but
easier to become a deviant. My
experience at BYU was like this.
When I arrived at the Y, a strong
component of my self-concept was
being conservative. My ideas
gradually became less orthodox,
but I certainly did not come close
to denying any basic tenet of
Mormonism. By any reasonable
standard I was still quite conserva-
tive, but I had come to define
myself (and to be defined by
othe:cs) as a liberal and a bit of a
heretic (even though I was com-
pletely orthopractic). This new
definition of myself made it much
easier to continue the process of
liberalization because I had defined
liberal ideas as acceptable, and
when I later met some that actu-
ally were, I treated them as
friet~ds.

In an ironic way, I am grateful

to BYU for being instrumental in
my development as a liberal--
although most of the credit goes
to my mission experience which
was an exaggeration of the same
process. The outcome, however, is
not what the Church had in mind.
The alienation, of people like me is
one of the costs of the success
BYU has in maintaining confor-
mity. In my case, the parting of
the ways was not very traumatic
because my graduation ,date and
the end of my rope arrived simul-
taneously, but I left knowing that
I could not stay nor return, nor
would I feel inclined to contribute
to BYU fund drives--even when
the football team wins. (I must
confess that I take an al:most per-
verse delight i:n explaining to the
sincere students who periodically
call asking for money that my
sense of personal integrity will not
permit me to make donations to
an institution which does not
allow beards to be worn on
campus).

In accounting for a high level of
conformity, it is necessary to rec-
ognize that in addition to forces
which encourage acceptance of
orthodox beliefs and orthopractic
behavior, conformity is also a
result of selective recruitment and
retention. There is a double cost in
the attrition of those who do not
fit. Whether they leave simply
because of their discomfort in an
unaccepting environment or are
forced out by coercive measures,
they lose the benefits of belonging.
to the group. The loss of their
influence upon the institution,
however, may be an ew:n greater
cost. The research on groupthink
indicates that a high level of
agreement within a group can lead
to a distorted ~ense of reality, a
lack of creativity, and conse-
quently very poor decision--making
processes. The strain for unanim-
ity which characterizes groupthink
has contributed to some monu-
mental cases of poor judgment in
both the political and religious
spheres. Groups need to cultivate
a healthy divergence of perspec-
tive in order to avoid the con-
stricted vision which leads to
short-sighted decisions.

And even at: its best, the un-
relenting sameness is simply
boring.
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Choose the Write!
Announcing the 1986 D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest
SUNSTONE encourages any interested writer to submit material. All entries should in some
manner relate to the experience of the Latter-day Saints. High literary quality is mandatory. Entries
are judged by a board of five independent judges.

RULES
1. The D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest is open to all writers. Entries must be delivered to the

SUNSTONE office or postmarked by 1 June 1986.

,
Papers must be typewritten, double-spaced, on one side of 81/2 by 11 inch paper (not onion skin).
Since manuscripts will not be returned, contestants should keep a copy and send in the original.
The stories should not exceed 28 double-spaced manuscript pages. One author may submit no
more than three stories.

.
Each entry must be accompanied by a signed statement from the author attesting that it is the
contestant’s original work, that it is not being considered elsewhere for publication, that it has
not won another contest, and that it will not be submitted elsewhere until the contest results
have been announced.

o

.

Announcement of winning entries will be made at the 1986 annual Sunstone Theological
Symposium and in the magazine. SUNSTONE reserves the right to publish at some time in the
future all articles submitted but is not obligated to do so.

Prizes will be awarded as follows: first prize: $500; second prize: $250; third prize: $100; three
honorable mentions: $50 each.

What is in the future according to Isaiah?
Why is Isaiah so difficult to understand

and yet so important to study?

"THE MESSAGE OF ISAIAH"

with Dr. Avraham Gilesdi
of Brigham Young University

This VHS video presentation outlines the four latter-
day keys to interpret this ancient book. Ideal for
study groups, Sunday School, scholars or anyone in-
terested in understanding Isaiah.

"Dr. Gileadi is the only LDS scholar I know of who is
thoroughly prepared to enter into serious and proper
study and teaching of the works of Isaiah." (Dr. Hugh
Nibley, B.Y.U.)

"Dr. Gileadi’s work will render obsolete almost all
the speculations of Isaiah scholars over the last one
hundred years.,, (Prof. R. K. Harrison, PhD., D.D.,
University of Toronto)

Send $29.95, plus $2.00 shipping and handling, to:
MEDIA AMERICA

P.O. Box 1662
Orem, Utah 84057

Plan now to attend

THE 1986
WASHINGTON D.C.

SUNSTONE
THEOLOGICAL

SYMPOSIUM

May 30-3I, I986

For more information, contact
Elbert Peck

symposium chair
P.O. Box 172

Dunn Loring, VA 22027
{703) 560-6790
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